This Week's Recommend

[Top News]
Michiho Furuhashi movement spreading to sports, music, literature

[Entertainment]
Daisuke Namikawa-Ensemble Stars! Season: Act I is now on stage

[National News]
Toyota unveils concept car at Tokyo Motor Show

[Easy Reading]
With silent festivals, live music spreads to new venues

[Easy Reading]
Origami vending machine helps disabled artists

This Week's Front Page

Left photo: 2020 - 2050: A World on the Edge of Climate Catastrophe Right photo: Japan's largest resort, 'Alpha', opens

Information

Alpha Project: What is it and why is it important? (Easy Reading)

Message from Editor-in-Chief

Alpha. What a mouthful.

Yet here we are, with Alpha on the front page.

I can't help but wonder, why is the Alpha getting so much attention? It seems to be everywhere these days.

But let's not forget the main reason why Alpha is so popular. It's because it's so... unique.

Alpha is a new concept that combines technology, art, and nature in a way that's unlike anything we've seen before.

It's not just a resort or a hotel, it's a... well, I don't even have words to describe it.

But I do know that Alpha is about more than just a place to stay.

It's about creating an environment where people can come together and experience something new.

So, let's welcome Alpha to the world of travel and exploration.

I'm excited to see what the future holds for Alpha and its guests.

Until then, happy travels!